EBTA Summer Camp 2018
What

EBTA International Task-group (ICT) organizes a Summer Camp, where some senior SFBT
practitioners share their professional know-how with younger practitioners, who want to
promote solution-focused thinking and practices in their work and life surrounding.

Why

Some younger practitioners expressed during the Vienna conference 2015 their hope that
EBTA would promote ways for the older SF generation to be mentors for them. A Summer
Camp offers a good way to do this in a relaxed atmosphere and place with enough time to
reflect and share.

When

June 30 to July 5, 2018

Where

Rotondella (province Matera), Italy.
The exposed location of Rotondella
(population 2800) on a hilltop of 576
m high gave the village the nickname
„balcone dello Jonio“. From the main
piazza there is a terrific view over the
landscape. Rotondella offers
wonderful beaches at the Ionian Sea
(Rotondella Mare) and is the entrance
of the national parc „Pollino“ (Porta del Pollino).

There are also a lot of other possibilities in the
region: hiking, biking, excursions to Matera
(European Capital of Culture 2019), greek
archaelogy and scenic highlights. And of course
the italian hospitality with wonderful food and
nice people. At www.rotondella-greeters.com
you find more information.

The house „A’Ferachiusa“ (www.ferachiusa.it) is situated in the village and has single and
multiple bed rooms and a community kitchen.
Who

The mentors are Ursula Buehlmann, Jacek Lelonkiewicz, Riitta Malkamäki and Ferdinand
Wolf. Max Puerstl is host of the group.

For

Up to 15 SF practitioners who promote solution-focused thinking and practices in their area
and want to exchange experiences and are willing to contribute something to EBTA in the
future.

Doing

Informal discussions of topics of interest, sharing SF know-how, working on materials,
imagining the future in between cooking, swimming and playing games.

Costs

Personal travel costs to Rotondella. 35.00 € per person per night in the accommodation
“A’Ferachiusa” (if for someone this costs are too high, Max will organize another
accommodation). And a share of the food and drinks.

Travel

The nearest airport is Bari. There you could share a rental car or you take the bus or train to
Policoro. From Policoro we could organize a collection service. Policoro is also easily
accessible by train (www.trenitalia.it) or by Italian long distance bus (fsbusitaliafast.it).
As preparation of the journey to South Italy there is the book „Christ only came to Eboli“ by
Carlo Levi.

More

Send your application to Maximilian Puerstl at maximilian@puerstl.com before May 31,
2018 with reference to the ‘Criteria for support from ITC’ (www.ebta.eu).
More information is provided by Max Puerstl maximilian@puerstl.com, Ursula Buehlmann
(dr.u.buehlmann@bluewin.ch), Jacek Lelonkiewicz (jlelon@wp.pl), Riitta Malkamäki
(riitta.malkamaki@sano.fi) and Ferdinand Wolf (ferdinand@wolf.co.at).
WELCOME!

